May 1, 2014

thank you

Dear Customers,
With acknowledgment and appreciation, The Salt Depot would like to recognize all customers and their
support staff for their hard work and sacrifice in battling this year’s longest and treacherous winter.
There's nothing more rewarding then working in partnership with individuals who are fully committed to
ensuring properties are safely maintained within our communities, despite the endless hours and cold
temperatures.
This past winter, we were faced with damaging ice storms, power outages, heavy snowfalls, subzero
temperatures and unavoidable salt shortages that forced many to work with alternatives solutions to keep
their professional and personal obligations in tack.
December 22 2013: ICE STORM
 Southern Ontario was among one of the hardest areas to be affected by the “Ice storm” that entered Ontario
beginning December 20th 2013. Coating Toronto and the GTA in significant, yet manageable amounts of snow
and ice, the second wave of the massive weather system that hit us on December 22 2013, was something that
none of us expected to see happen.
JANUARY 2014: SALT SHORTAGE





Salt shortages are not uncommon to experience for a short time throughout very high active periods during the
winter season. Nevertheless, the relentless hard-hitting weather we endured this season, contributed to an immense salt shortage depleting bag and bulk salt supply rapidly throughout Canada and the Northern part of
the US.
By January 1st 2014, our industry’s most reliable option to fight the snow and ice was to change our attitudes and
work hard and smart at what we do best.

Although in the past, let this year’s winter highlights remind those of how important the snow and ice industry is for the safety of civilians, communities and our economy. We shall not take for granted the
dedication of those who work day and night including dispatchers, snow plow operators, walkway crews,
loader operators and drivers who play a vital role in our linked business.
As a company, we are proud to be part of an industry that really counts for something great. Thank you
for your loyalty and business. Until next winter, thank you again.
Sincerely,
Paul Morra – President
We’re on your site®

